
Pre-eminent Cloud-based
SaaS Platform
and Outsourcing Services
for global supply chain, freight forwarding
and logistics business



eFreight Suite

Newage Global acts as the successful provider of technologically advanced IT solutions concerning the worldwide
supply chain, freight forwarding, and logistics industries.
 
Newage is a vast reservoir of deep-domain knowledge in logistics and freight forwarding. It is a staunch believer in
seamless cloud-based ERP software delivery with the aid of its flagship product, the eFreight Suite. Our entire gamut
is a streamlined combination of various outsourcing services and adequate solutions for the complex and
demanding global logistics industry. The cloud-based ERP software of e-Freight Suite acts as the ‘all-in-one’ solution
against complex freight operations via ocean, air, and land.

Newage Global

Apart from these services, for the past many years, Newage also offers services like –

    Outsourcing support to the logistics industries

    Detailed documentation

    Sales and customer support service
    

   Finance and accounting
 
   Revenue management

   Pay-per-use services    

eFreight Suite NEXT is devised and designed for the SMEs with the right functionality! eFreightSuite NEXT is the one
behind transforming the flagship eFreightSuite more agile and an expert in deep-domain functionality. The product
‘fits the bill’ for all small to mid-sized freight forwarding and logistics businesses. It specially caters to those in
requirement of a product that meets all the business demands. They also desire to adapt, bolt, and quickly automate
all their business processes in less possible time. 

eFreight Suite NEXT

Newage caters to an array of documentation services, with an in-depth knowledge of the various document types.
It is mostly required for the advancement of the business and supply chain logistics. 

Some of the essential documentation services comprise of -
Capturing

Classifying

Annotating texts for multiple document types

Documentation Services 

Since 2004, with our constant support, we have helped our clients grow and expand their businesses. Around 350+ 
customers make use of our software solution and services from 30+ countries globally. And some of the significant 
ones being the US, EU, UK, MEA, Asia, and India. Our headquarter is in Dubai, with development centres in India 
(Bangalore and Chennai.)

eFreight Suite is a ‘functionally rich’ platform for freight forwarding and logistics companies of any size. eFreight Suite 
is a SaaS-based ERP solution for the logistics and freight forwarding industry. It is a pioneering cloud software 
created keeping the freight and logistics industry’s requirements in mind. eFreight Suite enables all its customers and 
Shippers with user-friendly tracking systems, transactions, and all the shipment management maximize their 
operational efficiencies. It does its job deftly with the aid of the necessary integrations and powerful features 
available in the eFreightSuite platform.



Introducing the Newage Pay-per-use-
service Prototype 

With our expertise in the same field, we also globally provide the FCL & LCL models amongst the top shipping lines.
And our console planning and tonnage optimization system continually benefits all our eminent users while
maintaining the given timelines. 

We cater to the ‘First in the industry’ buying procedure, which you can easily avail of on an ‘a la carte’ basis. And the
payment made by you will be as per your requirement and usage. 
You can also move your ‘fixed’ cost operations to the ‘variable’ ones by being the consumer of our seamless and
quick services.

www.newage-global.com 

sales@newage-global.com

Moreover, avail the benefits of our deep domain services, which are on a transactional basis, such as

Special Features 

Uncollected Shipment management
Our experts regularly communicate with the shipper and consignee while paying any unresolved
shipment charges.
 
Smooth Planning and Cargo Movement
All the necessary documents, like the warehouse receipts, container load, plan, booking details, are handed
to the consignee for a smooth sail.

Consolidated Cargo
We have our professional team who utilizes the resources and containers to the best of their ability. 

Hassle-free Customs Clearance
We always prefer easy documentation owing to the export and import documents submission. 

Vendor Management
Our customer relation executives deftly negotiate in making and renewing contracts, updating daily reports,
and much more.

      Sales support
      Finance
      Accounting

      Export
     Import documentation
      Customer service operations

To know more about us:


